TEMPUS FUGITIVES
By Grady Lyda
Based on his Graphic Novel, “Tempus Fugit”
published in Star*Reach Magazine
FADE IN:
COSMIC VOID – ETERNAL NIGHT
TOTAL BLACKNESS. Subliminal gray and deep blue lightning flashes
play throughout this ominous void. A spherical red glow grows.
BLOOD-RED GLOW consumes the screen. It is filled with countless
tiny red dots locked in a complex three dimensional pattern.
UNIVERSE – ETERNAL TWILIGHT
Entering this vast pattern, it is clear that these dots are
actually the hundreds of billions of galaxies that constitute our
entire universe.
A WOMAN’S VOICE repeats a single word that dreamily trembles and
echoes.
AMBER (V.O.)
…where…where…where…
AMBER’S disembodied POV dizzily searches among the stars.
TRINARY STELLAR SYSTEM – NIGHT
Her cosmic view zooms into one spiral galaxy and approaches a
trinary system: TWO GIANT RED STARS with a third YELLOW SUN
orbiting the red binary.
Passing several planets, she chooses one that is mostly covered
with water and rapidly skims the surface.
AMBER (V.O. cont’d)
…where…where… here…
PRIMORDIAL WORLD – DAWN
Amber’s view passes a smoke-covered volcanic land mass, then
swoops over a vast ocean to approach a speck in the distance: a
SIX-SIDED METAL PYRAMID floating on mild waves.
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The word PEGASUS is seen on the pyramid’s side, and a stunning
silver-skinned, six-fingered WOMAN (ULTRA ENIRAM) stands on top
of the craft. Her eyes scan the golden-red heavens.
Her expression is amused as she looks downward at a MAN
(COMMANDER JON MARET) and a WOMAN (RACHEL SIMMONS) who are also
watching the RED SUNS that dominate the sky. They whirl to see a
YELLOW STAR rising above the watery horizon.
RACHEL
Is that another sun?
MARET
It seems we are… extremely lost.
VIEW PULLS BACK RAPIDLY as the planet and its suns jump away into
the distance.
AMBER (V.O.)
…here…here… when…when…when…
INT. TEMPUS FUGIT CONFERENCE ROOM – AFTERNOON
CLOSE ON a sleeping DR. AMBER BLACK, age thirty-three (born in
2012), slumped in a chair. Her twitching fingers rest on a table
as another female hand moves in to wake her up — but before the
fingers touch, time stretches into extreme slow-motion.
Amber’s closed eyes show her REM-sleep corneas darting jerkily
under her lids. Her lips silently form words:
AMBER (V.O.)
…when…when… who…who…who…
EXT. JURASSIC SKY – DAY
Soaring through dramatic cloud formations, dipping underneath to
fly over a primeval landscape, swerving past a gliding flock of
down-covered pterodactyls.
EXT. JURASSIC JUNGLE CLEARING – DAY
The perspective enters a jungle clearing, approaching a FIVESIDED PYRAMIDAL CRAFT with the word CHRONOS on its side. A spacesuited MAN (MAL AZMUT) is aiming a dual-lens video camera at a
helmeted WOMAN (STACI TAKAHASHI).
MAL
Smile for the people, Staci. Where
would you deduce we’ve ended up?
STACI
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We’re in the Mesozoic Era,—
She raises her dark visor to reveal a happy, excited face within
clear glass.
STACI (cont’d)
—Jurassic Period, possibly the Malm
Epoch, 140 million years before our…
The words fade as the view swings away, obscured by a turbulent
gray fog.
AMBER (V.O.)
…who…who… how…how…how…
EXT. JURASSIC LAGOON – DAY
The fog clears and Staci is kneeling beside Mal’s corpse in a
pond of bloody water, holding a knife-shaped squid-like creature.
STACI
Belemnites! Mal must’ve waded into
a nest of them.
MAN (CAPTAIN IVAN VASILIEV)
We have had a fatality. The Kairos
should have intercepted us before…
The voice fades, but the word KAIROS lingers, echoing eerily.
ON STACI bending over Mal’s body which is half-submerged in the
reddened water. She unlatches his opaque helmet. The belemnite
shell had smashed through his visor and penetrated the side of
his skull.
The helmet comes off, revealing Mal’s bloody head grotesquely
distorted with the harsh features of a reptile.
CLOSE ON STACI from behind, removing her own helmet, shaking
vibrant blue-black hair. She turns to reveal her similarly
distorted face, with a disturbing grin curling her reptilian
lips.
AMBER (V.O.)
…how…how… why…why…why…
INT. TEMPUS FUGIT CONFERENCE ROOM – AFTERNOON
SLEEPING EYES snap open.
AMBER
(groggy murmur)
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Why?
CLOSE ON FINGERS pinching Amber’s wrist.
Disoriented, Amber turns to the woman beside her and stifles a
gasp when she recognizes the face.
AMBER (cont’d)
(startled)
Staci!
STACI, late-twenties, smirks and puts a finger to her lips.
STACI
Shush.
Amber leans toward Staci and whispers into her ear.
AMBER
(whisper)
How long was I out?
STACI
(whisper)
Ten or twenty seconds maybe. Not the best
time to be remote viewing, Amber girl.
The women are sitting at a table in a large conference room.
Various wall screens indicate the time and place:
TEMPUS FUGIT RESEARCH FACILITY
Lambda, Arizona – 16 July 2045 – 15:11:05
DR. ARTHUR FELDSTEEN, fifty-five, is speaking at the head of the
table.
FELDSTEEN
…residual temporal feedback
signals, or a local agitation
of tachyon wave particles, but
we’ve detected nothing. I’m
forced to conclude that the
Pegasus will not be coming
back. Ever.
Feldsteen steps aside. Taking his place is DIRECTOR DONALD “DEZ”
DESMONDSON, seventy-ish.
Standing at the rear of the room is TERRANCE WALKER, a hyperkinetic reporter, early forties, operating a compact triple-lens
videocam.
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Walker’s Asian assistant, NELL LEE, twenty, controls a complex
holographic camera array with additional lenses. She focuses her
equipment on the Director.
DEZ
Regrettably, Commander Maret,
Rachel Simmons, and Ultra Eniram
are gone forever. Our hearts mourn
their loss.
He rubs his forehead, fatigued.
DEZ (cont’d)
I am responsible for the next
mission, and I’m inclined to cancel
it — cancel the whole project.
WALKER
But, sir, the Ultra delegation has
contracted with DotGov to deploy
at least two time travel insertions.
What would the Ultras say if you
pull the plug now?
DEZ
Ultimately, the decision falls
on one man. That’s me.
Walker and Nell aim their cameras at a hooded figure who is
slumped in his chair, eyes closed.
WALKER
How do you respond to that,
Ultra Larberec?
LARBEREC, an Ultra-human apparently fifty years old, opens his
eyes briefly — glances at the camera — then shuts them again,
disinterested.
WALKER (cont’d)
So… the Ultras have no opinion
on this?
LARBEREC
At these events…
(one eye opens, falling on Amber)
…Dr. Amber Black is designated
to speak on behalf of the Ultra
participants.
AMBER
I agree with Director Desmondson.
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The loss of our three colleagues
is appalling and, well… unacceptable.
Staci interrupts, clears her throat and stands to command the
attention of the television cameras.
STACI
It is enormously tragic, yes. But
then, who’s to say the Pegasus won’t
reappear at some point in the future?
Feldsteen raises his hand but she pretends not to see him.
STACI (cont’d)
Ul’ Eniram, Maret and Rachel were
dedicated test pilots. They knew —
as I know — it’s a risk worth taking.
I freely volunteered to be a member
of the next team and I am still
determined to go.
Staci is watching the hooded Ultra. His lips move, silently
mouthing two words. She voices the words with stirring courage
and conviction.
STACI
It’s… important.
Larberec has placed himself strategically: from the vantage of
others at the table, his profile appears passive, his right eye
closed. From Amber and Staci’s view of his opposite profile, his
left eye is open with a piercing stare fixed on Staci. His sixfingered right hand casually rises to his cheek, hiding his lips
from the others as he begins to mouth additional silent words for
Staci.
Amber lunges forward, her face thrusting at the Ultra to obscure
his mouth from Staci’s view.
AMBER
How much do you creatures really
know about time?
LARBEREC
We know as much as can be known.
Amber’s hand shoots up, flipping back Larberec’s hood to reveal
his gleaming forehead gem. A dull glow pulses within.
AMBER
What is it you’re not telling us?
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LARBEREC
What is it you’re not asking?
This unexpected confrontation has silenced everyone — but now,
multiple voices erupt at once.
WALKER
For those just joining us, this
is your man on the scene, Terrance
Walker, beaming at you live from…
DEZ
What’s up, Dr. Black?
Staci places a sympathetic hand on Amber’s shoulder.
STACI
She had a bad dream.
Amber rudely shrugs off Staci’s hand, still locked in a crucial
staring contest with Larberec.
DEZ
That’s it! This meeting’s over.
Redmond, clear the room. We need
to have a private chat here.
Walker focuses his camera on Desmondson’s tense face.
WALKER
Sir, I am the eyes and ears of the
public. Unless MediaGrid lawfully
removes me, I’m obligated to cover
this entire conference.
STANTON REDMOND, the Director’s athletic executive assistant,
forty-five (born in the year 2000), stands behind Walker,
prepared to drag him out of the room. Desmondson’s eyes call him
off for the moment.
DEZ
You have your item for the day,
Mr. Walker. With no real proof
that the Pegasus actually traveled
into the past, I’m suspending
these experiments. End of story.
Now you can go.
Desmondson nods to Stan who moves in on the reporter — then, time
seems to grind to an uncanny halt.
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CLOSE ON the grueling face-off between Amber and Larberec. Two
heartbeats thud slowly, reverberating in a hollow silence. A
primary glow in Larberec’s ping-pong-ball-sized forehead gem
matches his pulse — a secondary, smaller light matches Amber’s.
These lights synchronize and become one.
LARBEREC
(sub rosa)
You’re really very good…
(with a languid wink)
…for a mere Homo sapiens.
Involuntarily, Amber returns the wink.
Startled, the spell broken, she shakes her head. Her hair moves
in slo-mo, as if under water.
Her heartbeat picks up again and the hair settles down as time
resumes its usual speed.
Larberec stands dramatically. His hood fully drops from his
glinting silver head as he reaches into his cloak to pull out a
pack hanging from a shoulder strap.
He opens it, dropping a large, irregular chunk of rock loudly
onto the table.
WALKER
What’s that?
LARBEREC
Solid… proof.
Desmondson lightly slaps the back of Feldsteen’s head. The
scientist has been sitting in a daze.
DEZ
Talk to me, Arthur.
FELDSTEEN
What? Oh… we dug that up this
morning, just outside Tempus Fugit’s
southern perimeter. We detected a
source of high gamma emissions in
that area and our HazMat team pulled
it out of the ground. It’s in my
latest report, Dez.
DEZ
Why didn’t you tell me this before?
FELDSTEEN
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It has been a… busy day.
DEZ
It just got busier.
Squinting with annoyance, Dez reviews the text of the report on
his wrist display.
DEZ (cont’d)
…from Permian strata approximately
250 million years old… excessive
radioactivity neutralized by an
unknown Ultra device… further
testing delayed, pending return of
artifact by Ultra representatives…
Dez faces the scientist.
DEZ (cont’d)
Who took the rock from you?
FELDSTEEN
The Ultra guy named, uh… Etzakbuffo?
Stan leans in to whisper to Dez.
STAN
That would be Etacsufbo, sir.
Dez turns to speak to Stan, but stops when he notices a wall
screen showing the televised close-up of the rock.
Larberec’s hand hovers over it, blurry fingers vibrating. Puffs
of dust fall from its surface and the corner of a rectangular
shape begins to emerge.
LARBEREC
We will all be viewing this relic
for the first time. As you can see,
there is no deception here.
Walker is aiming his camera at the rock. Dez steps behind the
enthralled reporter, placing a “friendly” hand on his shoulder,
tugging him away. Nell Lee wisely backs off and shuts down her
equipment, moving to the door.
DEZ
Isn’t that something, Terry?
Maybe you can get a better angle
from back here.
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Walker resists as Dez signals to Stan. In one smooth motion, Stan
trips Walker, spins him through the door and zips it shut,
grabbing the camera as it falls.
Stan points the lens at his own face.
STAN
Party’s over. Feel free to
change channels.
He opens the door and tosses the camera out, nearly hitting the
sputtering reporter. Nell, already outside, snatches the device
before it hits the floor.
The door slides shut again.
DEZ
Like I said, everybody out!
Clear this room. Now!
Stan swiftly escorts the VARIOUS ATTENDEES to the door. The room
empties and the wall screens go dark.
Dez and Stan approach the rock as the rest of its surface falls
away, revealing… A BOOK.
On its cover are the words TEMPUS FUGIT – PEGASUS TEMPORAL
EXPEDITION.
Amber picks up the book. She opens it to the first page as Dez
and Stan read over her shoulder.
AMBER
It’s real.
EXT. TEMPUS FUGIT FACILITY (ESTABLISHING SHOT) – MORNING
FLASHBACK TO EARLIER THAT DAY: View of a circular domed building
sitting in a barren Arizona desert. Large letters on one side
read TEMPUS FUGIT.
FADING IN to the first page of the PEGASUS LOG BOOK, zooming in
on the opening line of text.
ENIRAM (V.O.)
I am Ultra Eniram, a member of
that feared and honored race that
has been emerging in recent years.
The text fades, replaced by Eniram’s passive face, moving in for
an EXTREME CLOSE-UP of her hypnotic eyes.
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ENIRAM (V.O. cont’d)
ULTRA. You may have heard of us
and considered the news disquieting.
You may even have caught a glimpse
of us at one perplexing moment,
and been surprised to learn that
we truly exist.
INT. TEMPORAL CHAMBER – MORNING
Within the expansive interior of Tempus Fugit, there is a flurry
of activity as the SIX-SIDED PYRAMIDAL CRAFT is prepared for
launch.
Terrance Walker and Nell Lee are broadcasting the scene as Dez
shakes hands with Maret and Rachel on their way to the craft.
ENIRAM (V.O. cont’d)
You hear about our supposed
mysterious origins, about our
supreme knowledge of the universe.
Amber and Staci are watching as the TECHNICIANS withdraw from the
Pegasus.
STACI
I wanted to be on the first team.
This is extreme history.
AMBER
You’ll get your chance in just
ten hours…
(beat)
…if all goes well.
ENIRAM (V.O.)
You hear that we might be the next
step in the evolution of humankind…
Amber looks at Eniram who is sitting alone, writing in her book.
ENIRAM (V.O. cont’d)
…and you hear that no Ultra-human
has ever confirmed or refuted these
things. I am Ultra.
CLOSE ON the seated Ultra with Commander Maret standing behind,
peering over her shoulder.
A little further away is Rachel, checking her suit’s
communication system.
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RACHEL (V.O. on Maret’s headset)
Testing, one, two, three… Rachel
to Maret… Maret, do you read?
MARET
(quietly)
Not quite… Eniram’s back is turned
and she’s writing too small.
MARET’S POV over Eniram’s shoulder, close on the book. Eniram’s
finger is moving across the page — but she is not using a pen.
Words seem to appear magically, floating into visibility from
within the paper. The text matches her Voice Over.
ENIRAM (V.O.)
And so, as my colleagues watch on
with impatient respect, I feel
compelled to improvise a title
for this chronicle and declare
that we’ve just begun “Mankind’s
First Jaunt thru Time, as seen
by an innocent victim.”
Eniram closes the book and stands as Maret adjusts his equipment,
poorly disguising the fact that he was spying on her.
MARET
So… time to go?
Eniram glances at him and strides to the Pegasus.
RACHEL
Time to go.
Maret and Rachel follow Eniram to the craft.
She halts and looks across the room at Ultra Larberec who is
standing with two other hooded Ultras.
Eniram and Larberec nod to each other and exchange an odd salute:
their arms rise and the backs of their hands lightly tap their
forehead gems.
Eniram mounts the steps leading to the entry hatch of the
Pegasus. A TECHNICIAN moves in and urgently pushes a bundle of
equipment toward her.
ENIRAM
Thanks, but I won’t need it.
TECHNICIAN
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But, Ultra — you must take your
life support pack.
Stan Redmond comes forward and puts his hand on the man’s
shoulder.
STAN
You’d question the judgment
of an Ultra? Please excuse
his presumption, Ul’ Eniram…
and good luck on your trip.
Eniram enters the hatch.
ENIRAM
Thanks, but it won’t help.
Maret and Rachel follow her inside.
The ASSORTED ONLOOKERS back away as transparent blast shields
rise in a circle around the Pegasus.
The craft hums, floats upward several feet and begins to spin.
Dez, Stan and Amber exchange anxious expressions. They are
standing behind Walker and Nell who continue televising the
event.
The craft spins more rapidly, becoming a vivid cone-shaped blur.
The hum escalates, and finally the ship vanishes in a burst of
electric blue light.
EXT. PRIMORDIAL PLANET – NIGHT
A blinding flash in the starry sky heralds the appearance of the
pyramid. It hovers briefly before splashing down on a placid
ocean.
Water churns as the spinning vehicle slows to a halt. A mast
rises from the craft’s apex.
TEXT OVER:
3 BILLION YEARS AGO
INT. PEGASUS CABIN – NIGHT
In the cramped confines of the ship, Maret peers through a scope
to view the outside world.
MARET
We’re down.
RACHEL
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Where? When?
MARET
Judging by the unfamiliarity of
the stars, I’d say we’re pretty
far back in time.
EXT. PRIMORDIAL WORLD – DAWN
The craft has opened up. A buoyed section resembling a sturdy
raft extends outward — Maret and Rachel stand on this while Ultra
Eniram stations herself at a flattened area on top of the
pyramid.
ENIRAM (V.O.)
We arrived at night, splashing
down in a world that is mostly
ocean. The atmosphere is thin
and hot, but breathable.
MARET
There’s a glow in the west. The
moon must be rising. We can guess
the general eon by its size.
Giant red binary stars dramatically ascend above the horizon.
RACHEL
Does… does that look like two
suns to you?
MARET
Two red suns… How on Earth…?
Rachel and Maret stare up at Eniram.
RACHEL
They say that Ultras possess
absolute knowledge. Do you know
what’s happened? Where are we?
ENIRAM
Yes, to your first question.
To your second question:
same place, different time,
MARET
(under his breath)
She doesn’t know any more than we do.
The sky brightens and they whirl to see an additional yellow star
poking up behind them.
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RACHEL
Is that another sun?
MARET
It seems we are… extremely lost.
ENIRAM (V.O.)
Assembling certain clues, the
Homo sapiens decide that we are
not on Earth! They have come up
with a fine theory to explain
this miscalculation.
A COMICAL ANIMATION depicts the Pegasus standing still while
Earth shoots out from under it; then an alien planet arrives,
scooting underneath the ship as it splashes down.
ENIRAM (V.O. cont’d)
The Pegasus stood still and went
pastward, allowing Earth to dart
out from under us. Hence, we have
fastened onto an alien planet that
conveniently occupies this new
time and place.
Maret gazes gloomily at the sky. Rachel lounges on the rim of the
extension, letting her hand drift in the warm, clear water.
MARET
(whispering to himself)
There must be something we
can do.
RACHEL
Isn’t there anything we can do?
EXT. PRIMORDIAL WORLD – NIGHT
Eniram sits atop the truncated pyramid, her back against the
mast, the log book in her lap. Her eyes are closed, but her
finger moves steadily across a slightly glowing page as new words
appear.
Maret has deployed a blunt, powerful telescope. He is carefully
studying the stars.
MARET
Three suns, no moon, only six
planets in the system instead
of nine. Can’t even tell if
this is the right galaxy.
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RACHEL
If we try to return to our future,
we could end up in the middle of
absolutely nowhere. Big bummer.
EXT. PRIMORDIAL WORLD – DAY
Maret slumps over a computer console, absorbed by complex
calculations. Bored, Rachel peels off her flight suit.
RACHEL
It’s pretty godawful hot!
I’m going for a swim.
Clad in bikini underwear, she dives into the ocean.
EXT. PRIMORDIAL OCEAN/ABOVE & UNDER WATER – DAY
Rachel finds that the water is very shallow. She stands in the
waist-deep ocean and looks around.
She swims back to the Pegasus and goes underneath it. She
expresses surprise when she discovers that the segmented mast
extends below the ship, anchoring it to one location.
Rachel rises and wades in the shallow ocean.
She tastes the water on her lips, then scoops some to her mouth
and swallows it experimentally.
She splashes noisily to get Maret’s attention.
Finally he glances at her.
RACHEL
Maret! The water’s only
a meter deep — and it’s
not salty.
MARET
Well, we’ve got plenty of
drinking water at least.
EXT. PRIMORDIAL WORLD – DAWN
Eniram is in her customary pose: seated, eyes closed, one hand on
her open book. Rachel’s bikini has become loose and baggy.
Maret’s clothes sag on his body.
RACHEL
Hey, I think I’m getting smaller
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…and softer.
MARET
Yes. Our cell structure is
changing rapidly. This planet
must be transforming us… into
what, I don’t know.
Rachel stares at the motionless Ultra.
RACHEL
What happened to Eniram? She
hasn’t moved in days.
MARET
She’s in some kind of trance…
(beat)
Gone off to a different realm,
I suppose, leaving us to deal
with this one.
EXT. PRIMORDIAL PLANET – DAY
The extension is littered with empty food wrappers and discarded
clothes. Maret, seated beside his computer, is too small for his
flight suit. Now he is bald and his features are smoothed and
shrunken.
Suddenly he stands, excited, and yells to Rachel who is nearby,
floating lazily in the water.
MARET
Rachel, I discovered something.
We’re on Earth!
RACHEL
What!?
Rachel swims over and climbs up. She is tiny, with wispy white
hair and translucent pink skin.
Maret shows her an ANIMATED DIAGRAM on the computer screen.
MARET
I matched up this trinary system
with our solar system. It all fits.
Those red stars will die out and
turn into Jupiter and Saturn, then
they’ll fall into orbit around the
yellow sun, along with the other
planets.
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Rachel stares vacantly at the diagram.
MARET (cont’d)
This really is Earth, maybe two or
three billion years before our time.
RACHEL
Then… we can go home?
MARET
Right. I’ll fire up the controls.
Maret putters around within the ship, then crawls out, dejected.
MARET (cont’d)
Our bodies have been changing…
so has the Control Brain. It’s
not working. We’re stuck here.
EXT. PRIMORDIAL EARTH — DAYS & NIGHTS
SERIES OF SHOTS: Maret and Rachel just sitting, shrinking more
and more. Eventually, they appear as two bulbous heads with
eyespots staring upward. Ultimately, they become microscopic and
disappear completely.
ENIRAM (V.O.)
The forces of change have claimed
the humans. They continued to
dwindle until at last they merged
with the ocean and sky.
EXT. PRIMORDIAL EARTH – SUNSET
Eniram is still seated atop the Pegasus. The view retreats and
the ship is seen as a mere speck on the endless ocean. The red
suns dip below the horizon.
ENIRAM (V.O.)
Alone now, I must attempt to fulfill
my purpose — but this mortal body
cannot survive forever.
MONTAGE SEQUENCE:
OCEAN SURFACE/NIGHT — Spectacular auroras color the sky. Eniram
sits with the glowing book in her lap, faintly illuminating her
blankly-staring face. She appears to be dead, but her forehead
gem shines brightly.
OCEAN SURFACE/DAY — Her desiccated body still sits cross-legged
on the weathered ship. An enormous molten moon fills the heavens
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and the Pegasus is buffeted by violent waves. Distant volcanoes
smudge the horizon with a heavy pall of brown smoke.
ENIRAM (V.O.)
I will join with the Control Brain
— transfer my life force into it.
Together, we can withstand a portion
of eternity.
OCEAN UNDERWATER/DAY — Still fastened to the mast, Eniram rides
the battered vehicle as it plunges below the surface. Its long
anchor-line collapses beneath it as the craft drifts to the ocean
floor.
Eerie squirming shapes indicate the appearance of new transient
forms of life.
ENIRAM (V.O.)
Eons come and go, and my body
succumbs, but I am safe within
the Brain’s protected shell.
OCEAN UNDERWATER/DAY — Trilobites, snails and shrimp-like
creatures move among seaweed surrounding the half-buried Pegasus.
Now, Eniram is merely a fragile skeleton dissolving in the
seawater.
ENIRAM (V.O.)
Gradually, life progresses in
complexity and the ever-changing
wonder of it is good for my
tired spirit.
ABOVE GROUND/TWILIGHT — In a lush fern-forest buzzing with giant
dragonflies, Eniram’s petrified skull remains attached to the
withered mast, her gem shining through the mist.
EXT. PERMIAN OUTCROPPING – DAY
The ancient, twisted shaft of Pegasus’s mast juts from a rock
formation. Eniram’s stony skull is melded to it, her forehead gem
still glowing with life. Nearby, primitive sail-backed reptiles
bask in the sunlight.
ENIRAM (V.O.)
Everything has its limits. I have
stretched mine as far as I care to.
At the base of the mast, portions of rock crumble and fall away.
The sealed log book pushes out, held by a deformed silver sixfingered hand.
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TEXT OVER:
250 MILLION YEARS AGO
Dragging the book, the hand flows downward and away from the
rocks, leaving a thick liquid-silver stream trailing behind it.
ENIRAM (V.O.)
I am weary, and the shell encasing
the Brain is weakening. Soon it
will contain me no longer, and
again I will feel brief movement
and strength.
The hand pulls the book some distance away, reels back, then
hurls it as far as it can.
In slow motion, the object tumbles forward through the air.
DISSOLVE TO:
INT. TEMPUS FUGIT CONFERENCE ROOM – EARLY EVENING
TIGHT ON THE PEGASUS LOG BOOK held by Dr. Amber Black.
ENIRAM (V.O.)
I bequeath my thoughts to those
who will follow. Time for me is
ending. At last, it is ending.
These final words are followed by empty pages. Amber flips
through the rest of the blank book.
In the background, Desmondson and Ultra Larberec stand before
wall screen displays as Larberec swiftly manipulates images:
schematics, charts, computer models. Stan is behind them, trying
to digest it all.
LARBEREC
The vehicle is ready. Two
new Control Brains have been
engineered to function in tandem.
DEZ
Does Arthur know about this?
LARBEREC
I have not disclosed this to
any humans — until now.
Stan turns to look at Amber. The low voices continue in the
background as he walks over and stands beside her.
AMBER
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They’re really going to do it,
aren’t they?
STAN
It’s not up to you or me.
I’m just the Director’s gofer
and you’re just the staff
psychologist. Nobody cares
what we think.
He sits next to Amber and leans forward to look into her eyes.
She puts the book down.
STAN (cont’d)
Tell me about your vision.
Was that one of your spooky
clairvoyant episodes?
AMBER
Maybe… No, it was probably just
a disturbing dream. But some
of it was confirmed by this.
She taps the book.
AMBER (cont’d)
And some of it had to do with
the next expedition.
STAN
The Chronos? What did you see?
AMBER
(exhales wearily)
It… it’s a puzzle. I’m still
trying to sort it out.
She looks toward Larberec and speaks more loudly.
AMBER (cont’d)
One thing, though. Have you ever
heard of the word “kairos”?
At this, Larberec slightly turns toward Amber and aims a shiftyeyed glance at her. She watches him grimly.
STAN
It’s Greek to me.
He activates a computer-glove on his left hand.
STAN (cont’d)
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Definition, please: “Ky-rohs,”
spelling unknown.
GLOVE
(in a female voice)
Kairos. Archaic Greek. Noun.
A qualitative aspect of time,
related to the word Chronos
which refers to time's
quantitative aspect.
STAN
And it means…?
GLOVE
A time of decision. A moment
of truth. In rhetorical terms,
kairos is - quote - a passing
instant when an opening appears
which must be driven through
with force if success is to
be achieved - unquote.
Stan looks at Amber for a response, but she is still staring at
Larberec, her eyes narrowed.
STAN
You know what your problem is?
AMBER
I have a problem?
STAN
Your whole life, you’ve
privately believed that you’re
superior. You think you are
brighter, more competent,
quicker than anybody else.
AMBER
(her eyebrows rise)
Is that so?
STAN
Then these Ultra-people
come along and make even the
smartest of us look like
total morons — including you.
AMBER
It also means “religious
ecstasy.”
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STAN
Huh? What does?
AMBER
Kairos.
STAN
(aggravated)
If you already–
The tele-screen on the back of Stan’s glove pops to life showing
Staci’s face.
STACI (V.O. on phone)
Stan. What’s happening in there?
STAN
Not much.
STACI (V.O. on phone)
Can you—?
Suddenly Dez turns from Larberec and yells to Stan.
DEZ
Redmond!
STAN
(to Staci)
Wait.
(to Dez)
Yes, sir?
DEZ
Who’s our number one alternate pilot?
STAN
That would be Guy Webster.
DEZ
Good. Tell him to suit up
for a mission and get down
here. Oh, and I want to
see Captain Vasiliev.
STAN
Right away, Dez.
STACI (V.O. on phone)
What’s going on?
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STAN
(to glove phone)
Dez wants to see Ivan. If
he’s free, can you send him
in here, please?
STACI (V.O. on phone)
Okay. Hey, are we going or not?
INT. TEMPORAL CHAMBER – EARLY EVENING
Staci is standing outside the entrance to the conference room.
Stan’s face is on the tele-screen beside the door.
STAN (V.O. on screen)
We’ll see. I have to call Webster.
I’ll get back to you.
The screen goes black. Staci turns to wave at CAPTAIN ivan
Vasiliev, mid-forties, who is nearby conferring with MAL AZMUT,
forty.
STACI
Yo! Captain Vasiliev. You’re
wanted in there. Dez sez.
A CONTINUOUS PULL BACK begins: An armed guard stands beside Staci
at the door. A large semi-circle glows in the floor indicating an
active security zone. A ribbon of words suspended in the air
carries a notice: “STAND BACK — Restricted Area.”
Ivan leaves Mal and approaches the secure zone. The force field
flickers as he steps through it.
IVAN
These delays are idiocy.
Are we staying or going?
STACI
If you find out, let me know.
He enters the room and Staci cranes to peer inside before the
door zips shut.
The PULL BACK takes in more of this enormous circular room. The
tall curved walls are covered with huge wrap-around screens
showing a 360° exterior view of the desert as the sun is setting.
Overlaid on this life-size panorama are various video displays.
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Above the conference room is Tempus Fugit’s animated logo (a
weightless hourglass rotating in outer space), and their slogan
appears in giant letters: TIME HEALS ALL ILLS.
The view passes Arthur Feldsteen who is discussing time travel
while Terrance Walker occasionally asks dumb questions.
FELDSTEEN
…quite an elegant procedure,
actually. It springs from ten
years of QNA research. I’m sure
you’re aware of the tremendous
strides we’ve made in this area
recently.
WALKER
Q and A research?
FELDSTEEN
Q N A — Quantum Noetic Amplification.
We select specially cloned brain
cells, bioengineering them to amplify
specific latent abilities in the
augmented cerebral cortex…
Feldsteen’s televised lecture drones on, fading into trivial
background noise.
FELDSTEEN (cont’d)
With our next generation of
Control Brains, we expect to be
more specific as to precisely
when and where our tempcraft
will materialize in the past.
The PULL BACK reaches the center of the room to show the chronos
being fussed over by NUMEROUS TECHNICIANS.
FELDSTEEN (cont’d)
This will open up all of history
and prehistory to our academic
scrutiny.
Walker turns away and leans toward Nell, who stands at the remote
broadcasting base station, arms folded. He whispers to her,
groaning with an agonized expression.
WALKER
(whisper)
My gawd, look at this guy! I’m as
bored as a friggin’ board here.
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The PULL BACK concludes at the opposite end of the room. In the
extreme foreground are FOUR CLOAKED ULTRAS who casually shuffle
about. One of them wavers, becomes utterly transparent — then
completely vanishes. Some distance away, Nell is discretely
observing them.
NELL
I swear I just saw an Ultra
disappear.
WALKER
Yeah? They’ve never admitted they
can teleport. Did you catch it?
Under her folded arms, Nell has been secretly pointing a small
lens in the Ultras’ direction. Now she raises it and replays the
recording on a screen attached to her forearm. Walker moves
behind her to watch.
It shows four Ultras slowly pacing in circles. After a moment of
obscuring static, there are only three Ultras. No evidence of the
disappearance.
WALKER
Damn!
Nell glances at the Ultras. One of them, ULTRA ENERES, apparently
thirty years old, is staring at her with a sly little grin.
CLOSE ON Feldsteen.
FELDSTEEN
…cannot overstate the contribution
of the Ultra-humans in perfecting
this technology. They devised the—
Feldsteen’s hand jerks, causing him to look around to see Staci
near the conference room, waving at him. He notices her TEXT
MESSAGE on his vibrating wrist display: “Wrap it up, Arthur. Get
over here.”
FELDSTEEN (cont’d)
Oh, that’s it in a nutshell. The
basics of temporal translocation,
quick and simple. I intend to
publish a more comprehensive—
WALKER
And thank you for that enlightening
overview, Dr. Arthur Feldsteen.
This is your man on the scene,
Terrance Walker, beaming live from
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the Tempus Fugit research center
in Lambda, Arizona…
Feldsteen hurries over to Staci and enters the flickering
restricted zone.
STACI
Stan says we need to be ready.
FELDSTEEN
For what?
STACI
He said, “we’ll see.”
Staci is startled to notice a cloaked female standing behind her:
Ultra Eneres.
STACI
What!? How did—? Oh, it’s you.
Hello, Ul’ Eneres.
ENERES
I must recalibrate your NTR.
STACI
Do what to my what?
FELDSTEEN
That’s this thing here.
He unclips a unit from her belt.
FELDSTEEN (cont’d)
Noetic Tracking Repeater. Links
your body to the Control Brain
when it transits pastward.
He hands it to Eneres who makes adjustments.
FELDSTEEN (cont’d)
Problem with the CB?
ENERES
The Chronos Control Brain is
being replaced.
FELDSTEEN
Why?
ENERES
We are installing one that is twinned
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to the brain in the second tempcraft.
She hands the unit back to Staci.
STACI
There’s another ship? Where?
The Ultra’s eyes point to the left. Staci and Arthur turn to look
at another pyramid-craft being moved near the Chronos on a
floating neutral-grav carrier.
TECHNICIANS swarm around the two vehicles. Mal Azmut is nearby,
speaking into his communicator-ring while he’s watching this new
FOUR-SIDED PYRAMID being deployed.
Mal approaches Staci in the restricted zone. He finishes talking
on his phone as he walks through the force field.
MAL
Guess what.
STACI
Apparently… we’re going?
ENERES
(to Mal)
I must recalibrate your NTR.
Mal unclips the device and Eneres does her work.
She hands it back to him, then exits the zone to join TWO CLOAKED
ULTRAS who are standing near the ships. They each hold large
bullet-shaped canisters.
Eneres touches the sides of the containers, rendering them
transparent to reveal the twin Control Brains. Intricate
convolutions fill the units, pulsing with glistening colors.
Eneres makes meticulous final adjustments.
The Ultras take the Brains to the ships and begin installing them
beneath the apex compartment areas. Nell’s cameras follow the
action as Walker provides commentary for his viewers.
The semi-circle security zone around the conference room door is
deactivated as Director Desmondson emerges. He steps to a podium
that rises from the floor.
DEZ
Attention, please.
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Ultra Eneres stands beside the doorway — her back resting on the
wall, hands on hips, head tilted, watching the final preparations
of the two ships.
Stan comes out and joins the crew while they privately discuss
the new developments.
DEZ (cont’d)
I am endorsing a second temporal
expedition, to be launched on schedule
at twenty hundred. That’s in—
He looks at a wall screen clock and expresses surprise.
DEZ (cont’d)
—ten minutes!
He turns to the huddling team members.
DEZ (cont’d)
Will we be ready?
Stan looks up and gives him a nod.
Amber exits the conference room and stations herself beside the
door. She watches the TECHNICIANS withdrawing from the ships. Her
back is against the wall, hands on hips, head tilted.
Ultra Larberec comes through the door. He looks left, then right,
seeing Amber and Eneres in identical poses, like twin bookends on
either side of the door. He grins ruefully. Amber’s face
registers puzzlement when she sees his atypical expression.
Eneres steps up to hand Larberec an updated NTR and he clips it
to his belt. He is wearing a flight suit beneath his cloak.
DEZ (cont’d)
The Ultra-humans are providing
an innovative rescue system. If
the Chronos fails to re-materialize
within the hour, a second craft
will lock onto the Control Brain’s
signal and follow its pastward
path to intercept it.
The screen behind Dez shows an animated depiction of the scheme.
DEZ (cont’d)
Both ships will then return safely
to Tempus Fugit. We fervently hope
this backup ship will not be needed,
but I feel better knowing we have
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the option.
The two pyramids undergo a final test — they both rise a couple
of feet into the air and make one slow complete spin before
setting down again.
DEZ (cont’d)
This rescue craft will be crewed by
by Ultra Larberec and Major Guy Webster.
Amber stares at the smaller second craft as its name rotates into
view: KAIROS.
AMBER
(under her breath)
Well… there it is…
Amber jumps in surprise when she notices Staci beside her,
extending her hand.
STACI
Looks like this is it. See
you in seven days, just about
an hour from now.
Amber, dazed, shakes her hand but can’t let go. She pulls Staci
in for a long hug and speaks urgently into her ear.
AMBER
I want you to know… If I had
any power to stop this, I would.
Staci holds Amber at arms’ length and notices her tortured
expression.
STACI
Listen to me, Doc. Whatever
you saw, it was just a dream.
That’s all it was. Okay?
AMBER
(mumbling without nodding)
Uh-huh…
(she looks behind Staci)
Smile for the people, Staci.
STACI
(befuddled)
What?
Staci turns to see Ivan and Mal shaking hands with Larberec and
Webster as the TV cameras witness the preflight ceremony.
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She goes to join her crew. Dez shakes hands with each of them and
snaps a salute. They return the salute, then proceed toward the
Chronos. They enter the vehicle and seal it.
Transparent blast shields flip up from the floor, encircling both
ships. ONLOOKERS back away as the humming Chronos rises into the
air, beginning to rotate.
Feldsteen speaks through his communicator-ring to Captain
Vasiliev within the cabin.
FELDSTEEN
Power up — full energy… Kairos
noetics locked on…
He watches the clock go to 20:00:00.
FELDSTEEN (cont’d)
Zero-ize!
The spinning Chronos vanishes in a burst of cold blue light.
A thin layer of shimmering air replaces the ship, resembling
persistent ripples on the surface of a pond.
INT. TEMPORAL CHAMBER – NIGHT (LATER)
Feldsteen anxiously stares at the clock — 20:55:00.
He looks at Dez, Stan, and Amber who are watching the center of
the room. The circle of shields is still in place, surrounding
the Kairos and the rippling air left by the Chronos.
Webster and Larberec stand beside their ship. Ultra Eneres
approaches them.
Eneres and Larberec exchange an odd gesture, raising their right
hands to cup each other’s forehead gem, just short of touching.
A supernatural wind blows back Eneres’ hood and ruffles
Larberec’s hair. A crackling spark flashes between the gems.
Eneres walks stiffly away followed by a HOODED ATTENDANT.
FELDSTEEN
Chronos is overdue. Noetic
pulses are beginning to fade.
We have maybe sixty seconds
before loss-of-signal.
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DEZ
Understood. Send the Kairos.
Bring them home, gentlemen.
Dez offers a feeble salute to the pilots, and Feldsteen nods
curtly.
Their helmets go on. Larberec and Webster hop into the cramped
vehicle and secure the hatch.
FELDSTEEN
(into his communicator-ring)
Signal lock on…
The craft rises, hums, rotates.
A wavering, silvery disk fills the air at the top of the spinning
pyramid, intersecting and uniting with the fading ripples of the
absent Chronos.
FELDSTEEN (cont’d)
Power optimal… Zero-ize!
The Kairos vanishes in a blast of chilling blue energy. Ultra
Eneres sinks to the floor, her hands propping up her hooded face.
The attendant kneels solemnly behind her, head bowed.
INT. TEMPORAL CHAMBER – NIGHT (LATER)
The clock shows an hour has passed. Within the central circle,
both fields of rippling air fade and vanish.
FELDSTEEN
(looking at his wristpad)
Fading… fading. Gone. No pulse.
That’s it.
He sniffles and gloomily wanders away.
FELDSTEEN (cont’d)
That’s it…
The blast shields drop back into the floor. Amber, Stan and Dez
stare at each other, frowning.
Stan looks at the two Ultras sitting on the floor. They have
remained utterly still for a solid hour. He turns to Amber.
STAN
So… no more Larberec. With
him gone, who’ll be our new
Ultra representative?
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Eneres’ assistant touches the shoulders of her cloak, tugging the
garment to the floor as Ultra Eneres elegantly rises and stands.
She is clad in a semi-transparent tunic and sheer harem pants.
Stan and Dez gaze at her back. She is a stunning specimen of
unabashed Ultra-femininity. Her head turns, her lush eyelashes
flutter, and her gaze locks onto theirs.
ENERES
That would be… me.
Stan and Dez, struggling to maintain passive expressions, look at
each other, simultaneously mouthing a silent WHOA!! Amber watches
them with sour amusement.
EXT. JURASSIC SKY – DAY
The Chronos appears with a flash, hovering in a gray, cloudy sky
framed by giant fern trees.
MAL (V.O. on radio)
Kairos, come in… Chronos to Kairos,
can you respond…?
(off radio with a clear voice)
No reply, Ivan. We’re home free.
TEXT OVER:
150 MILLION YEARS AGO
JURASSIC JUNGLE CLEARING/CHRONOS HOME BASE – DAY
The Chronos has landed and is opened for business. Everyone wears
full flight suits, life support equipment and helmets that
obscure their faces. Mal aims a dual-lens camera at Staci who is
posing beside the Chronos emblem.
MAL
Smile for the people, Staci. Where
would you deduce we’ve ended up?
Staci raises her opaque visor. Beneath it, under clear glass, her
expression is troubled as she recalls Amber’s parting words.
STACI
We… We’re in the Mesozoic Era,
Jurassic Period, possibly the
Malm Epoch, 140 million years
before our time. Maybe more.

